Lancashire Cat Club Show 8th March 2014
Dr Peter Collin
Many thanks to Christine, Janet, Vicky and the Lancs committee for the invitation to
judge at the Lancs show again this year. There was a lovely large entry and super
atmosphere to the show for which the whole committee should be congratulated. I had
a large book and some really special exhibits to assess. I was unexpectedly blessed to
have Maria Chapman-Beer stewarding for me which made the day even more
enjoyable! Thank you to Maria.
A.C. Burmese Grand Champion (Imp Gr Ch)
1st and IGCC Bridges’s Gr Ch Sanlis Poseidon (27a) M 01/5/12
Handsome chap who is maturing very well and coming into his own. He has good
width at his cheekbones and tapering slightly to a broad fairly short muzzle. The top
of his head shows good rounding and width between medium ears of correct shape.
His eyes are large and of good shape with well-rounded bottom line and flatter top
line angled towards his nose. They are slightly deep set but he has a good expression
due to their size and shape. In profile his depth of head is very good. His nose break is
well defined and a straight fairly short nose and in line medium depth chin. Untidy
level bite. Medium in size and heavy and in good condition. His tail is medium
thickness at the base and tapering to a rounded tip. His coat is medium in length and
lies well with a good texture. He is a dark phase blue with some fawning. He handled
very well and has a calm nature.
A.C. Burmese Premier (Gr Pr)
1st and GPC Akehurst’s Pr Chiaro Preziosissima (27e) FN 25/9/11
Hasn’t she come on! Pretty girl of good Burmese type. Short wedge with fair width at
her cheekbones and tapering to a slightly long muzzle of good width. Good width on
the top of her head and medium sized ears of correct shape that would benefit from a
slightly lower set. Very nice eyes which are large and lustrous, set wide apart and of
good shape with a well-rounded bottom line and flatter top line angled towards her
nose. She has a very nice Burmese expression. In profile her depth of head is good.
Her nose break is defined and her nose is slightly long but straight and her medium
depth chin slips slightly. Her bite is correct. Medium size and of good weight and
condition. Her tail is medium in thickness at the base and tapers to a rounded tip and
is slightly short. Her coat is medium in length of good texture and she is a dark seal
and pale red mix. Lovely eyes and expression and worthy of the award.
Lilac BSH Kitten Female
1st and BOB with-held Brownlow’s Angelsatmidnight Skyfall (15c) F 20/8/13
A gentle 7 month old kitten of fair British type with some coat issues. She has a round
head with fair breadth and good depth. Her cheeks are beginning to develop but need
a bit more fullness and her muzzle looked a little square today. Good rounding to the
top of her head and medium sized ears of correct shape fitting correctly into her head.
Her round eyes are fairly large and a deep gold in colour and she has a nice British
expression. In profile her forehead is rounded and her nose short and broad and she
has a deep chin finishing in line with the end of her nose. Bite correct. She is a good
weight for size if a little long in the body at present with strong legs and rounded
paws. Her tail is thick and medium in length. Her coat is a little long and soft in
texture and lacks density. She is quite a dark lilac colour with a very heavy classic
ghost pattern and the lilac is unsound in some areas. Sorry to withhold the bob today
due to the above issues in particular in relation to her coat as I discussed with her
owners. Hopefully these will improve with time.

Black Silver Tabby BSH Kitten Male
1st and BOB Lucas’s Adurtsh Surreptitious Zulu (18) M 19/10/13
A very nice young male developing well. He has a round head with good breadth and
depth. His cheeks are developing good fullness and his fairly short muzzle is rounded
and fits in well. He has good rounding to the top of his head and moderately small
ears that fit into the contours and have rounded tips and a slightly broad base. His
eyes are round and moderately large and have a promising green inner rim and at
present pale gold outer rim. His nose is outlined in black. In profile his forehead is
well rounded and his fairly short nose is broad and straight. His good depth chin is in
line with the end of his nose and his bite is correct. He is a cobby shape and of good
weight and condition. His legs are strong and straight and end in rounded paws. His
tail is thick and medium in length. His coat has good density, is fairly short and a little
soft in texture. He is a pale silver ground colour with good definition to his black
markings. He has an M shape on his forehead and good facial tracings, unbroken
necklaces and thumb prints to his ears. His butterfly lacks a little definition in the
upper wing but has a well defined lower wing. A straight unbroken spine line and tail
rings with barring to his legs better on his back legs. His oysters are symmetrical but
could be better as they are a little elongated and there is an incomplete ring due to
invasion of ground colour. A promising and happy chap shown in good condition.
Black Silver Tabby BSH Kitten Female
1st Walsh’s Limatz Lana Lang (18) F 21/6/13
A pretty girl with a round head of good breadth and depth. She is developing fullness
to her cheeks and her rounded muzzle looked slightly prominent today. The top of her
head shows good rounding and she has neat fairly small ears of correct shape set well
into the contours. Her nose leather has a brick outline. Her eyes are round and fairly
large and well open and have a promising inner green rim and pale gold outer rim at
present. In profile her forehead is well rounded and her nose is fairly short and broad
and her medium depth chin lines up with the end of her nose. Bite is correct. She has a
fairly cobby body of good weight and shown in good condition. Her legs are strong
and straight and end in round paws. Her tail is thick and medium in length and
balances. Her coat is fairly short and has good density and a firm texture. She is a pale
silver with a little tarnish on her face and with black markings. She has an M on her
forehead and good facial tracings, 3 unbroken necklaces and good thumb prints to her
ears. Her butterfly and spine line have slipped along her back so that the butterfly is
not well defined in the upper wings and her spine line starts midway down her back.
The spine line is straight and there are good tramlines along its length. Tail rings
present and good barring to her legs and spots on her feet and tummy. Her oysters are
a little elongated and the ring is incomplete due to ground invasion at the top and
bottom of the ring. They are quite symmetrical. She handled well and was friendly.
2nd Allen’s SOZO SILVER BRONTE (18) F 23/8/13
A well grown 6 month old kitten in good condition. She has fair rounding to her head
which lacks a little cheek fullness and looked a little wedge shaped today. The top of
her head shows good rounding and her fairly neat ears with a slightly broad base are
set well into the contours. Her eyes were round and large and best open when out of
her pen. They have a green inner rim and gold outer rim at present. Her nose leather is
outlined in black. In profile her forehead is rounded and her nose is fairly short and
has a roll off at the nose leather. It finishes in line with a good depth chin. Her bite is
correct. She has a short neck and cobby shape to her body which is of good weight.
Her tail is thick and medium in length. Her coat is fairly short with good density and
some nice crispness especially along her back. She is a pale silver ground colour with

some tarnish on her face and front legs with black markings. She has a complex M on
her forehead with fairly good facial tracings and both complete and broken necklaces.
The classic pattern on her body however is not very well defined. The butterfly had
slipped down her back a little and was indistinct in both wings. Her spine line was
present and straight with tramlines. She had some tail rings and leg barring and
spotted feet. Her oysters were very elongated and she had an incomplete and poorly
defined ring around them. She was friendly and handled well.
Black/Chocolate/Cinnamon Tortie BSH Kitten
1st and BOB Hayes’s Chrishell Barbarella (21) F 7/8/13
Lovely promising kitten of good British type. She has a lovely round head with very
good breadth and depth and already full cheeks and a strong rounded muzzle. The top
of her head is well rounded and she has neat small ears with rounded tips set well into
the contours. Her eyes are medium in size and slightly deep set but round and well
open and a bright orange in colour. In profile her forehead is well rounded and her
nose is short and broad and finishes in line with a deep chin. Correct bite. She is a
lovely cobby shape with a broad chest and rump and short straight legs and rounded
paws. Her tail is thick and medium in length. Her coat is short and has a really lovely
scrunchy density and crisp texture. She is a well mingled mixture of sound black and
pale red with both colours present on all feet. A friendly lady who handled very well.
Tipped BSH Kitten Female
1st and BOB Robinson’s Pennydown Wishful Thinking (39) F 27/9/13
Lovely to see and handle a tipped kitten. She is very pretty indeed and has a well
rounded head with good breadth and depth and developing fullness to her cheeks with
a strong rounded muzzle. Her nose is brick red outlined in black. Her ears are fairly
neat and of correct shape and set into the contours. Her eyes are large and round and
well open and are an excellent green colour with pale outer rim of gold at present.
They are attractively outlined in black and she has a very nice British expression. In
profile her forehead is well rounded and her nose is short and broad and finishes in
line with a moderately deep chin. Correct bite. Her body is of good weight if a little
long in the body at present but with good depth to her chest and rump. Her tail is
medium in length and fairly thick. Her coat is slightly long but fairly dense and is firm
in areas with some nice crispness along her back. She has a pale white-looking
undercoat and black tipping which is even except for it being slightly heavier along
her back and is fairly light. The tipping fades off along her legs and she has white
looking paws, chin chest and stomach. Clear except for a few tail rings. A very pretty
and friendly example and lovely to meet!
Selkirk Rex Kitten Female
1st and BOB Beardsmith’s Mewsos Rita Aura (79L 15) F 15/7/13
A pleasing kitten of good Selkirk type and shown in good condition. She has good
rounding to her head with very good breadth at her cheeks and a rounded top of head
with medium sized ears fitting into the contours. She has a medium width muzzle
which was rectangular in shape and visible beyond her cheeks in profile.
Her eyes are round and set wide apart and she has a typical Selkirk expression. Her
forehead is rounded and her nose is short and broad and straight and has a desired
downward slant. Her medium depth chin was in line with the end of her nose. Correct
bite. She was medium sized and of good substance with a rectangular shaped body.
Her tail was medium in length and thicker at the base. Her semi-long black coat was
thick and dense and felt soft and fairly plush. Her coat was unstructured and she has
curls all over with a developing ruff and a semi plumed tail at present. I liked her very

much and she handled very well.
2nd Markova’s Lamblike Florence (79S31d) F 16/9/13
Another attractive lady of good Selkirk type. She has a round head with good breadth
and depth and very good width at her cheeks and slightly high cheekbones. Her
muzzle was of medium width but did not appear as broad and rectangular as desiredthis was enhanced due to the white markings on her muzzle. In profile her muzzle was
visible beyond her cheeks. Her eyes are large and set wide apart but not quite round
with a flatter top line. Her forehead is rounded and her nose is short and broad and has
a correct downward slope and finishes in line with a medium depth chin. Her bite is
correct. She was medium in size with a cobby rectangular body. Her tail was medium
length and thicker at the base with a rounded tip. She has a short thick and dense coat
which was fairly soft plush except for a firmer texture on her lower back. She has
curls evident all over which are unstructured and stand away from her body. Her coat
is red with white across her muzzle and with white chest and paws. Shown in good
condition she was friendly and handled very well.
Chocolate Burmese Adult
1st CC & BOB Jones’s Miamber Aussie Ausborn (Imp) (27b) M 19/3/14
Handsome 1 year old chap who is maturing very well. He has strong head type with
definite short wedge with very good width at his cheekbones and tapering to a short
muzzle of very good width. Due to his width and shortness and developing jowls he
can I suppose look a little round but he has a definite short wedge when the jowls are
pushed back. Very good width to the top of his head and correct shaped ears are set
wide apart. His eyes are moderately large and although I’d prefer them slightly larger
they are a correct shape with a rounded bottom line and flatter top line angled towards
his nose. They are an attractive amber in colour and he has a very good Burmese
expression. In profile his depth of head is very good and his nose break is well
defined and he has a fairly short straight nose which finishes in line with his good
depth chin. His bite is correct. He is medium in size and of good weight and shown in
good condition. His tail is a tad thick at the base and tapers to a rounded tip. His coat
is medium in length and currently slightly plush in texture. He is a warm chocolate
which shows a little facial contrast and is a little patchy in colour as you would expect
given his age and the time of year. He is a very promising chap who I liked very much
indeed and really look forward to seeing him as he develops further.
Lilac Burmese Adult Male
BOB to Wilson’s Imp Gr Ch Shivarene Arctic Monkey (27c) M 7/8/11
What a gorgeous chap! Very handsome with a short wedge with excellent width at his
cheekbones and tapering to a short blunt muzzle. Excellent width and rounding to the
top of his head and medium sized correct shaped ears set very wide apart. Excellent
set and shape to his large lustrous Burmese eyes with a well rounded bottom line and
contrasting flatter top line. Lovely expression! In profile excellent depth of head and
fairly well defined nose break and straight short nose and in line medium depth chin.
Medium in size and with elegant conformation for a boy. In good condition. His coat
is medium in length with very good texture and lies well. He is a dark dove grey in
colour. Super chap!
Also considered:
Giles’s Ch Raweke Arcadius M 20/12/11
Recently judged and awarded a GCC at Shropshire. Handsome shy chap with lovely
head type and I believe made GrCh today- many congratulations!
Lilac Burmese Adult Female
1st & CC Boardman’s Amabile Lilac Luciana (27c) F 3/5/13

Very neat and pretty girl of good Burmese type. Short wedge with very good width at
her cheekbones and tapering to a short muzzle of very good width. The top of her
head is well rounded and her correctly shaped large ears are set fairly well apart. Her
eyes are moderately large and of good shape with a well rounded bottom line and
flatter top line angled towards her nose. They are a clear yellow and she has a good
Burmese expression. In profile her brow is gently rounded and nose break well
defined and leading to a short straight nose finishing in line with a medium depth
chin. She is medium in size for her age and is heavy for size. Her tail is correct shape
and balances with a fused tip. Her coat is a little plush in texture and medium in
length. She is a pale lilac and a little patchy in colour as to be expected given her age
and season. Promising young lady.
Chocolate Burmese Kitten
1st & BOB Matthews’s Katchyn Caramac (27b) M 9/9/13
A very affectionate handsome chap who made bread the whole time! Short wedge
with very good width at his cheekbones and tapering to a slightly long muzzle of good
width. Good width and rounding to the top of his head and well set medium sized ears
of correct shape. His eyes are looking medium in size at the moment which may well
be transitional. Set wide apart and of good shape with a well rounded bottom line and
flatter top line angled towards his nose. They are pale yellow in colour with a
chartreuse inner rim and a good Burmese expression. In profile his depth of head is
good. His nose break rolls a tad through the break and his fairly short nose is straight
to a slightly retroussé tip. His medium depth chin is set in line with the end of his
nose. Correct bite. He is medium in size and of good weight. His tail is of correct
shape and balances. His coat is slightly long but lies well. He is a cool toned chocolate
at present which is fairly even and he is clear coated. A delightful personality and
promising chap who I will look forward to seeing how he develops.
Lilac Burmese Kitten
1st & BOB Prowse’s Rossikhan Aphrodite (27c) F 11/10/13
Very pretty feminine kitten of very nice Burmese type. Short wedge with very good
width at her cheekbones and tapering to a short blunt muzzle of good width. Very
good width and rounding to the top of her head and her large ears are set well apart
and are a correct shape with a broad base and rounded tips. Her eyes are set wide
apart and are large and lustrous. They have a well rounded bottom line and a top line
that is flatter and would benefit from a slightly more oblique set. They are yellow in
colour and she has a very nice Burmese expression. In profile her depth of head is
fairly good. Her nose break is well defined and her nose is short and straight and
finishes in line with a medium depth chin. Correct bite. Medium size for age and of
good weight. Elegant conformation and correct shape tail. Her coat is really superb
being medium/short in length and satin texture and “fits” like a glove. Very nice midtoned lilac with warm tones. Very good natured and very promising indeed!
Chocolate Burmese Neuter
BOB to Keady’s Imp Gr Pr Maharani Chocolate Remix (27b) 19/3/11
Very handsome gentle chap who handled very well and was in excellent condition. He
has a short wedge with good width at the cheekbones and tapering to short blunt
muzzle. Excellent top of head with good rounding and set to his medium/large ears.
His eyes are a good large size and set wide apart and of correct shape. Very nice
expression! In profile fairly well defined nose break and slightly long straight nose
and in line medium chin. Larger size and of good weight. Coat is medium in length
and lies well and s a darker phase even warm chocolate. Very gentle and enjoying his
day!

AC British Breeders Adult Male
Super quality class!
1st Benson’s Imp GrCh Limatz Calvin Klein (30a) M 7/6/11
Gorgeous mature chap of excellent British type. He has a huge round head with
excellent breadth and depth with full round cheeks and a strong rounded muzzle. He
has a well rounded broad top of head with fairly neat ears set into the contours of his
head. His eyes are round and well open and large in size. They are a bright orange and
he has a super British expression. In profile his brow is rounded and his nose is short
and broad and finishes in line with a deep chin. Correct bite. He is massive and cobby
with a very broad deep chest and matching rump and defines “four square”. His tail is
medium length and thick with a rounded tip. His coat is short and extremely dense
with a crisp texture. He has deep blue markings and the ground colour was a warm
fawn on his chest and underparts and darker fawn on his back. He has good facial
tracings, broken necklace, leg bars on all legs and tail rings. His body spotting was
present and more distinct when viewed from a distance. He handled very well and
was a true gentleman. An honour to meet and assess him- thank you.
2nd Wade’s Ch Rodawaye Jack Sparrow (17) M 20/7/11
A very attractive chap of very good British type. He has a round head with good
breadth and depth and very good full cheeks and a strong rounded muzzle. He has
good rounding to the top of his head and lovely neat ears that are set into the contours.
His eyes are a lovely large size and set wide apart and held well open. They are a deep
copper colour and he has a very nice British expression. In profile his brow is rounded
and nose is straight and broad and finishes in line with a fairly deep chin. His bite is
correct. He is moderately large but heavy with a cobby body shape, straight legs and
round paws. His tail is medium length and thick. His coat is short and dense and is
firm in texture. He is a sound fairly pale cream and almost clear coated except for
some ghost tail tings. He handled very well and was shy and good natured.
X 2nd Fisher’s GrCh Xzibit Denim (16) M 15/8/11
Very handsome gent with a round head with very good breadth and depth and full
round cheeks and a strong rounded muzzle. His top of head is well rounded and he
has neat ears of correct shape and set into the contours of his head. His eyes are large
and round and well open and set fairly wide apart and a good orange in colour. He has
a good British expression. In profile his forehead is well rounded and his nose is
straight and broad and finishes in line with a fairly deep chin. Correct bite. He is large
and heavy and in good condition. His body is cobby in shape with a deep chest and
short straight legs and round paws. His tail is a nice shape and length. His coat is short
and has super density and is firm in texture. He is a pale blue but is looking very
silvered today. He handled very well and was a pleasure to meet.
AC British Breeders Adult Female
1st Parr’s Ch Parradazy Pure Kizmet (40 20) F 24/5/09
An attractive mature lady of good type. She has a round head with good breadth and
depth and fairly full round cheeks. Her ears are neat and of correct shape and fit into
her head. Her eyes are large and round and held well open and a pale blue. In profile
her brow is well rounded and nose is short and straight and broad and finishes in line
with a deep chin. Correct bite. Her body is moderately large and cobby in shape and is
heavy and shown in good condition. Her tail is a little short but of correct shape. Her
coat is short and with good density and slightly soft. She is a magnolia body colour
with minimal shading and contrasting points showing both tortie and tabby markings.
She handled well and won the class with her maturity and type.

2nd Beardsmith’s Shinyfairy Cinderella (28) F 14/6/12
A very attractive blue cream lady with lovely eyes and head type. She has a round
head with good breadth and depth and full round cheeks. Her fairly neat ears of
correct shape are set into the contours of her head. Her eyes are large and round and
held well open. They are orange in colour and she has a very nice British expression
indeed. In profile her brow is well rounded and her short straight broad nose finishes
in line with a deep chin. Correct bite. She is large and heavy with a cobby body with
deep chest and broad rump and short legs and round paws. Her tail is medium in
length and thick. Her coat is fairly short and dense and is firm in texture. She is a mid
phase blue colour and fairly pale cream both of which are sound. She is well mingled
all over except for a solid rear paw. She handled well and was shown in very good
condition.
3rd Wade’s Rodwaye Nutcracker (15r) F 29/6/11
An attractive lady with good head type. She has a round head with good depth and
width and fairly full round cheeks. Her top of head is well rounded and her fairly neat
ears are set well. Her eyes are large and round and held well open. They are rather
pale being yellow in colour with a nice British expression. In profile her forehead is
rounded and her nose is short straight and broad and finishes in line with a fairly deep
chin. Her bite is very untidy. Her body is moderately large and heavy for her size with
a cobby shape and correct legs are round paws. Her tail is medium length and correct
shape. Her coat is fairly short with fair density and a little soft. She is a dark fawn
which was unsound in places. She handled well and was in good condition.
AC Non Breeders Male
1st Beardsmith’s Kurlilox Robin Longstride (79L 15b) M 14/3/13
A very handsome chap of good Selkirk type. He has very good rounding and width to
his head and with very good width at his cheeks. He has nice rounding to the top of
his head and medium sized ears of correct shape with a broad base. His eyes are round
and set very well apart with a good Selkirk expression. Is muzzle is of medium width
and rectangular shape and visible beyond his cheeks in profile. Correct profile with a
short broad nose with correct downward slope and in line medium depth chin. Large
cobby body with a rectangular shape, good strong legs and round paws. His tail is
medium in length with a thicker base and rounded tip. His chocolate coat is semi-long
thick and dense and unstructured with loose curls all over with a good ruff and
plumed tail. In very good condition he handled very well.
2nd Hayes’s Sodachicats Gallipoli-Gus (40 15w) M 1/11/10
A handsome chap with a round head of good breadth and depth. He has full round
cheeks and a strong rounded muzzle. His ears are fairly neat and fit into the contours
of his head. His eyes are large and round and well open and a clear blue. In profile his
forehead is well rounded and he has a straight short and broad nose and in line deep
chin with correct bite. He has a cobby heavy body with deep chest and straight
substantial legs and round paws. His tail is medium in length and thick. His coat is a
little long but with good density and firm texture. He has red points colour most
evident on his face and tail and a creamy body colour. He has tabby markings evident
on his points. He has an almost symmetrical inverted white V on his face and white
chest underparts and legs. He handled well and was in good condition.
3rd Lucas’s Antiguason Silver Odysseus (18) M 1/6/12
A handsome chap. Large round head with good breadth and depth and full cheeks. His
moderately small ears are set into the contours of his head. His nose leather is brick in
colour. His eyes are round and large and held well open and are green in colour. In
profile his forehead is rounded and his nose is short and broad and straight and ends in

the same line as his slightly shallow chin. Correct bite. He is heavy and cobby in body
shape with a broad chest and substantial straight legs and rounded paws. His tail is
medium in length and thick. His coat is fairly short and with good density and
crispness. He is a clean pale silver ground colour with black markings. He has an M
on his forehead, thumb prints on his ears and facial tracings. He has unbroken
necklaces. His pattern is very good with a well defined butterfly and straight spine
line and tramlines. He has a well ringed tail and barring to his legs. His oysters are
well defined and round with an almost complete ring with minimal ground invasion.
In good condition he handled well.
AC British Non-Breeders Adult Female
Lovely ladies!
1st Kirk and Juhasz’s Ch Seni Seviyorum Victoria (21c) 14/4/12#
Absolutely gorgeous lady with super British type. She has a round apple shaped head
displaying excellent breadth and depth, full cheeks and a strong rounded muzzle. The
top of her head is well rounded and she has neat small ears set well apart and fitting
into the contours of her head. Round large eyes held well open and a lovely bright
orange in colour. Lovely British expression. In profile her forehead is well rounded
and her nose is short and straight and broad and finishes in line with a very deep chin.
Correct bite. Fairly large cobby four square body with deep chest and rump
substantial legs and round paws. Her tail is medium in length and a correct shape. Her
coat is fairly short and very dense with a crisp texture. A well mingled darker lilac
and fairly pale cream and colours sound to the roots. A very impressive lady shown in
good condition who handled very well.
2nd Walsh’s GrCh Limatz Miss Sixty (30s) F 6/8/09
Another beauty. Full round head with very good breadth and depth and full cheeks.
She has a brick nose leather outlined in black. She has good rounding to the top of her
head and medium sized ears that are set well. Her eyes are large round and wide open
and a pale green in colour. Nice British expression. In profile her forehead is rounded
and quite a strong nose break and straight short broad nose and moderately deep chin.
Correct bite. Her body is large and cobby and heavy. Very good muscularity and
substantial legs and round paws. Her tail is medium in length and balances. Her coat
is fairly short and with very good density and a firm texture. She is a fairly pale silver
ground colour with black markings. She has an M on her forehead and good facial
tracings and multiple unbroken necklaces. She has spots on her body with some minor
linkage on shoulders and flanks. She has tail rings and spots on her legs and paws and
tummy. A very attractive lady shown in very good condition and who handled well.
3rd Hayes’s Mawbritz Lune Eclipse (40 8w) F 19/3/12
An attractive lady of good British type. She has a round head with very good breadth
and depth and with full round cheeks and a strong rounded muzzle. Fairly neat ears of
correct shape and set well into the contours of her head. Her eyes are a little smaller
than ideal but they are round and well open and a pale blue. In profile her forehead is
well rounded and her nose is short and broad and straight and finishes in line with a
chin needing a touch more depth. Correct bite. She is moderately large and with a
cobby shaped body and good substance. Her tail is medium length and thick. Her coat
is a little long with good density and a firm texture. Her body colour is creamy white
in the hall light with a whiter patch on her back. Her points show both blue and cream
which are well mingled. She has white as follows- an inverted V on her face which is
nearly symmetrical with a white muzzle, chin, chest and underparts and present on all
four legs to varying degrees with white to her paw on left front leg, to her knee on

right front leg and to both hocks on the back legs. Shown in good condition and was
happy to be assessed.
AC British Debutante Kitten
1st Hayes’s Chrishell Barbarella (21) F 7/8/13
See above
2nd Beardsmith’s Mewsos Rita Aura (79L 15) F 15/7/13
See above
X 2nd BOB Robinson’s Pennydown Wishful Thinking (39) F 27/9/13
See above
AC British Neuter not bred by exhibitor
Gorgeous ladies!
1st Brown’s Ch + GrPr Charmoden Simply-Rhia (15) FN 20/9/10
What a gorgeous lady. Super type and condition! She has a lovely broad and deep
round apple shaped head with full cheeks and a strong rounded muzzle. Lovely width
and rounding to the top of her head and neat correctly shaped ears that fit into the
contours of her head. Large round and deep copper coloured eyes give her a super
British expression. Rounded forehead and short straight nose and in line deep chin.
Lovely majestic size and with 4 square body showing deep broad chest and rump,
substantial short legs and round paws. Her tail is thick and medium in length. Her coat
is short and crisp and has very good density. Best coat of the day! She is a sound jet
black with some degree of scurf. Lovely temperament.
2nd Springett’s Kolinga Balenciaga (16) FN 10/6/08
Another very impressive lady unlucky to meet the winner. Lovely large round apple
shaped head with very good breadth and depth and a rounded strong muzzle. Top of
head is very well rounded and has good width between neat ears set into the contours
of her head. Her eyes are moderately large and round and well opened and are pale
gold. In profile her forehead in well rounded and her nose is short and broad and
straight and finishes in line with a deep chin. She is a matronly size and very heavy
with good muscularity and a four square body. Her tail is medium length and thick.
Her coat is fairly short and dense with some crispness. She is a sound mid toned blue
and clear coated. Lovely lady!
3rd Cook’s Quizzicurl Licorice-Whirl (79L 15) FN 7/10/12
A very attractive lady with good Selkirk type. She has good rounding to her head. She
has fairly good width at her cheeks. The top of her head is gently rounded and she has
good width between medium sized ears with a broad base. Her muzzle is medium in
width and rectangular and visible beyond her cheeks from the side. Her eyes are
round and would benefit from being set slightly wider apart. In profile her nose is
short and her nose break is defined and she has a correct downward slope to her nose.
Correct bite. Her body is medium in size and she is a rectangular shape and cobby
with substantial legs and round paws. Her coat was very well prepared and was plush
and soft and full of unstructured curls which stood away from her body. Her tail was
lovely and full and well plumed. She handled very well and was shown in very good
condition.

